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Abstract

A P4  and  two  molars  of  the  neoplagiaulacid  Ectypodus  sp.  cf.  E.  childei  provide  the
first  known  occurrence  of  multituberculates  in  the  Wind  River  Formation  and  in  the  late
Wasatchian.  The  multituberculate  localities  (Deadman  Butte  and  Viverravus)  occur  in
sediments  in  the  Deadman  Butte  area  of  the  Wind  River  Basin  and  have  also  yielded  a
Lostcabinian  mammalian  fauna.  These  sediments  represent  a hitherto  unrecognized  lith-

ological sequence  of  the  Wind  River  Formation  that  is  time  equivalent  to  part  of  the
Lysite  and  Lost  Cabin  Members.

Introduction:   History   of   Investigation

Fossil   vertebrates   were   first   found   in   sediments   of   the   Wind   River
Formation   in   1880   by   Jacob   L.   Wortman,   who   was   working   in   the
northeastern   part   of   the   Wind   River   Basin   for   E.   D.   Cope   (1880;   see
Tourtelot,   1948).   Wortman1   s  discovery   of   early   Eocene   fossil   verte-

brates  confirmed   the   correlation   of   Wind   River   sediments   with   those
of   the   Wasatch   Eocene   of   northwestern   New   Mexico   and   southwest-

ern  Wyoming   proposed   on   lithological   grounds   in   1878   by   F.   V.   Hay-
den,  who   first   described   the   4  ‘Wind   River   deposits”   or   “Wind   River

group”   (Meek   and   Hayden,   1861).
Wortman   made   additional   collections   in   the   Wind   River   Formation
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in   1891   and   1896,   but   it   was   not   until   the   early   1900’s   that   Frederick
B.   Loomis   of   Amherst   College   and   Walter   Granger   of   the   American
Museum   of   Natural   History   made   stratigraphically   controlled   collec-

tions  of   fossil   vertebrates   from   these   deposits.   This   work   formed   part
of   the   nucleus   for   a  series   of   papers   that   reviewed   the   systematics   of
many   groups   of   North   American   early   Cenozoic   fossil   vertebrates
(Granger,   1908,   1910,   1915;   Loomis,   1905,   1906,   1907;   Matthew,   1910,
1915a,   1915/?,   1915c,   1918;   Matthew   and   Granger,   1915;   Sinclair,   1914;
Osborn   and   Wortman,   1892;   Wortman,   1903,   1904)   and   resulted   in
the   recognition   of   two   distinct   early   Eocene   faunal   and   lithological
horizons.   Sinclair   and   Granger   (191  1:  104)   named   the   lower   horizon   the
“Lysite   formation”   and   the   upper   horizon   the   “Lost   Cabin   forma-

tion.”  The   faunal   distinction   was   based   on   the   absence   of   the
perissodactyl   genera   Lambdotherium,   Eotitanops,   and   Systemodon
(  =Homogalax  )  in   the   Lysite   Formation   and   the   presence   of   Lambdoth-

erium  and   Eotitanops   as   well   as   absence   of   Systemodon   in   the   Lost
Cabin   formation.   Sinclair   and   Granger   (1911:4)   also   summarized   the
geological   differences   between   the   two   horizons.   The   Lysite   formation
sediments   “comprise   yellow,   gray   and   brick-red   shales   or   clays   with
interstratified   buff,   pale   blue,   yellow-brown   and   gray   sandstones,   dip-

ping  at   a  low   angle   away   from   the   Bridger   Range   and   passing   beneath
the   bluish   shales   and   gray   and   yellow   sandstone   with   Lambdotherium
along   Alkali   Creek   [lower   boundary   of   the   Lost   Cabin   formation].
These,   in   turn,   lie   below   the   red   and   blue   banded   beds,   also   with
Lambdotherium  ,  forming   the   divide   between   Alkali   and   Poison   Creeks
north   of   Moneta.   Throughout   there   is   conformable   superposition”
(original   emphasis   in   italics).   It   is   evident   from   their   discussion   that,
within   the   Lost   Cabin   formation,   Sinclair   and   Granger   recognized   a
lower   unit   dominated   by   gray-colored   lithology   as   well   as   an   upper
unit   dominated   by   variegated-colored   lithology,   each   of   which   con-

tained Lambdotherium .
After   1918,   collecting   of   fossil   vertebrates   from   the   Wind   River   For-

mation  continued   on   almost   a  year   by   year   basis   (see   Tourtelot,   1948;
Guthrie,   1967,   1971).   In   1941,   Wood   et   al.   indicated   that   the   “Lysite
member   (or   formation)”   and   the   “Lost   Cabin   member   (or   formation)”
were   “valid,   mapable   lithologic   unit(s)”   of   the   “Wind   River   formation
(or   group),”   but   did   not   specifically   state   that   these   beds   were   exactly
coincident   with   the   faunal   zones   proposed   earlier   by   Osborn   (1929)
and   Wilmarth   (1938).   In   a  review   of   the   fauna   of   the   Wind   River   For-

mation  Van   Houten   (1945)   used   the   terms   “Lysite”   and   “Lost   Cabin”
to   refer   to   names   of   “beds”   and   “faunas.”   Tourtelot   (1946,   1948,
1953),   following   Sinclair   and   Granger   (1911),   concluded   that   both   the
Lysite   and   Lost   Cabin   sediments   should   rank   as   members   of   the   Wind
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River   Formation,   and   used   the   following   criteria   to   distinguish   between
them:   In   the   Lysite   Member   “1.   Conglomerates   .  .  .  consist   chiefly   of
debris   from   post-Cambrian   Paleozoic   rocks   and   locally   contain   some
Mesozoic   rock   fragments.   Pre-Cambrian   rock   fragments   occur   sporad-

ically  near   the   top   of   the   member.   2.   Brick-red  and  orange-red  are   the
predominant   colors   in   the   variegated   beds   of   the   Lysite;   violet   shades
are   rare.   3.   Variegated   beds   of   the   Lysite   grade   laterally   into   gray   and
drab-colored,   fine-grained   beds.   4.   Sandstones   contain   only   a  little
white   mica   and   almost   no   black   mica”   (Tourtelot,   1948:57).

In   the   Lost   Cabin   Member   ”1.   Conglomerates   consist   of   debris   from
pre-Cambrian   and   Cambrian   rocks.   2.   The   most   prevalent   red   colors
in   the   variegated   beds   are   violet   in   shade;   purple   and   purplish-red
colors   are   common.   3.   The   variegated   beds   grade   laterally   into   con-

spicuous  gray   and   grayish-green   beds   of   similar   lithology.   4.   Sand-
stones  contain   abundant   black   mica   and   some   feldspar   grains”   (Tour-

telot, 1948:60).
Subsequent   workers   in   the   Wind   River   Formation   have   recognized

Tourtelot’  s  distinctions   between   the   Lysite   and   Lost   Cabin   Members
(for   example,   Woodward,   1957;   Keefer,   1965a;   Guthrie,   1967,   1971;
Love,   1978;   and   this   paper).   Lewis   and   Gazin   (in   Tourtelot,   1953)   and
Van   Houten   (1945)   also   confirmed   the   faunal   distinctions   established
between   the   two   members   by   Sinclair   and   Granger   (1911).   Kelley   and
Wood   (1954)   added   new   taxa   to   the   mammalian   fauna   of   the   Lysite
Member   and   discussed   the   utility   of   these   taxa   in   biostratigraphic   cor-

relation.  Keefer   (1965a,   1965  b,   1970)   described   the   stratigraphy   and
structural   geology   of   the   Wind   River   Basin   and   Guthrie   (1967,   1971)
reconfirmed   the   distinct   nature   of   the   faunas   from   the   Lysite   and   Lost
Cabin   Members.   He   also   noted   that   he   had   recovered   a  tooth   fragment
of   Lambdotherium   from   ”the   upper   part   of   the   beds   of   Lysite   lithol-

ogy” (Guthrie,  1967:4).
Although   no   systematic   review   of   the   faunas   from   the   Wind   River

Formation   has   been   published   since   Guthrie’s   review,   intensive   pa-
leontological collecting  has  proceeded  in  the  Badwater  Creek  area  of

the   Wind   River   Basin   from   1968   to   the   present.   Carnegie   Museum   of
Natural   History   field   parties   led   by   Craig   C.   Black,   Mary   R.   Dawson
and,   most   recently,   the   junior   author,   have   recovered   the   largest
known   assemblage   of   fossil   vertebrates   from   the   Wind   River   Forma-

tion,  as   well   as   significant   collections   from   the   Paleocene   Fort   Union
Formation   (Krishtalka   et   al.,   1975),   the   series   of   Uintan   and   Duches-
nean   localities   in   the   Hendry   Ranch   deposits   (=  Wagon   Bed   Forma-

tion,  J.   D.   Love,   personal   communication,   1980;   Lageson,   1980;   Black
and   Dawson,   1966,   and   other   papers   in   this   series)   and   the   Oligocene
White   River   Formation   (Setoguchi,   1978).   This   paper   is   the   first   part
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of   a  comprehensive   review   of   the   geology,   paleontology,   and   paleo-
ecology   of   the   Wind   River   Formation,   and   deals   exclusively   with   a
preliminary   geological   and   paleontological   assessment   of   the   deposits
in   the   Deadman   Butte   area   as   well   as   the   systematics   of   the   multitu-
berculate   remains   recovered   from   the   Deadman   Butte   and   Viverravus
localities.   The   geology   of   the   Wind   River   Formation   in   the   Badwater
Creek   and   surrounding   areas   is   currently   under   study   (William   W.
Korth,   University   of   Pittsburgh,   in   preparation)   as   are   the   systematics,
relationships,   and   biostratigraphic   implications   of   taxa   recovered   from
these   deposits.

Preliminary   Geology   of   the   Wind   River   Formation,
Deadman   Butte   Area

The   Deadman   Butte   area   is   defined   as   the   area   of   Wind   River   For-
mation  exposures   to   the   west   of   E-K   Creek   in   Section   22,   Township

38N,   Range   87  W,   Natrona   County,   Wyoming.   Sediments   of   the   Wind
River   Formation   are   well   exposed   on   both   sides   of   a  ridge   that   extends
to   the   south   into   Section   34,   Township   38N,   Range   87  W.   These   ex-

posures lie  in  the  extreme  northeastern  corner  of  the  Wind  River  Basin
(Fig.   1,   see   also   Plate   1,   Keefer,   1965a).   Sediments   of   the   Wind   River
Formation   in   this   area   strike   nearly   parallel   to   Dry   Fork   Fault   (Tour-
telot,   1953).   These   sediments   are   flat   lying   at   the   Deadman   Butte
(UCM   V-80062)   and   Viverravus   (UCM   V-81008)   localities.   However,
a  monocline   is   developed   to   the   south   of   these   localities   where   dip   is
10°   South.   En   echelon   faults   of   minor   displacement   (less   than   10   m)
trend   parallel   to   Dry   Fork   Fault   along   the   southern   margin   of   the
monocline.   Stratigraphic   relations   of   the   Lysite   and   Lost   Cabin   Mem-

bers  of   the   Wind   River   Formation   recognized   in   the   Badwater   area
(Granger,   1910;   Sinclair   and   Granger,   1911;   Tourtelot,   1948;   Keefer,
1965a;   Love,   1978),   cannot   be   applied   with   certainty   to   the   sediments
of   the   Wind   River   Formation   in   the   Deadman   Butte   area.   Tourtelot
(1953)   and   Woodward   (1957)   did   not   distinguish   the   two   members   in
this   area,   nor   did   they   describe   in   detail   the   lithology   of   the   sediments.
Both   authors,   however,   found   fossil   vertebrates   near   what   is   here
named   the   Deadman   Butte   locality.   Although   Keefer   (1965a)   mapped
the   Lysite   and   Lost   Cabin   Members   on   the   western   flank   of   the   Casper
Arch   and   accepted   Tourtelot’  s  (1953)   mapping   of   these   members   in
the   Badwater   area,   he   did   not   map   the   intervening   sediments   in   the
Deadman   Butte   area   and   along   Red   Creek.

Geologic   work   conducted   during   1979,   1980,   and   1981   has   clarified
the   relative   stratigraphic   positions   of   the   Deadman   Butte   and   Viver-

ravus  localities   and   the   stratigraphic   and   lithologic   relations   of   sedi-
ments  of   the   Wind   River   Formation   in   the   Deadman   Butte   area.   Two
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Fig.  1. — Sketch  map  of  type  area  of  the  Lysite  and  Lost  Cabin  Members,  Wind  River
Formation,  Wyoming,  showing  localities  in  the  Lysite  Member  (open  squares),  Lost
Cabin  Member  (open  circles),  and  the  Deadman  Butte  and  Viverravus  localities  (black
circle).  Modified  from  Guthrie  (1971:49,  Fig.  1).

lithostratigraphic   sequences   can   be   mapped   in   this   area:   1)   a  lower
gray   sequence   characterized   by   tuffaceous   medium   light   gray   to   light
olive   brown   mudstones   and   claystones   and   yellowish   gray   to   grayish
yellow   sandstones   that   contain   lenticular   well-defined   conglomerates
derived   from   predominantly   Mesozoic   rocks;   and   2)   an   overlying   var-

iegated sequence  characterized  by   alternating  red  and  drab  mudstones,
yellow-brown   shoestring   channel   sandstones,   and   conglomerates   with
clasts   derived   from   Precambrian   rocks.   The   lower   gray   sequence,
varying   in   thickness   from   a  wedge   edge   to   120   feet   (37   m),   cannot   be
assigned   to   any   member   of   the   Wind   River   Formation;   it   differs   lith-

ologically from  the  gray  unit  of  the  Lost  Cabin  Member  of  Sinclair  and
Granger   (1911)   in   the   presence   of   predominantly   Mesozoic   as   opposed
to   Precambrian   clasts   in   conglomerates   and   sandstones   and   in   its   tuff-

aceous  nature.   This   lower   gray   sequence   differs   from  the   Lysite   Mem-
ber  in   these   attributes   and   in   the   lack   of   any   red   colored   sediments.

The   lower   gray   sequence   was   deposited   unconformably   on   top   of   Me-
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Fig.  2. — Composite  columnar  section  showing  stratigraphic  positions  of  the  Deadman
Butte  (UCM  V-80062),  Viverravus  (UCM  V-81008),  and  other  localities  in  the  Deadman
Butte  area.  Note  that  uppermost  sandstone  is  first  sandstone  of  Lost  Cabin  Member
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sozoic   rocks   (Chugwater   Group,   Sundance   Formation,   Morrison   and
Cloverly   Formations   undivided,   Thermopolis   Shale   and   Mowry   Shale)
from   which   many   of   the   clasts   in   the   lower   gray   sequence   were   de-

rived.  Several   exposures   of   Mesozoic   rocks   are   completely   surrounded
by   sediments   of   the   lower   gray   sequence   indicating   topographic   com-

plexity  during  time  of   deposition.   This   lower  gray  sequence  is   probably
stratigraphically   equivalent   to   the   variegated   sequence   of   beds   in   the
type   area   of   the   Lost   Cabin   Member   near   Buck   Spring   at   Guthrie’s
Locality   3  (Sinclair   and   Granger,   1911;   Guthrie,   1971).   Sediments   of
the   lower   gray   sequence   represent   a  mountainward   facies   of   the   Wind
River   Formation   that   was   developed   from   nearby   Mesozoic   exposures,
whereas   penecontemporaneous   Lost   Cabin   Member   sediments   repre-

sent  a  basinward   facies   developed   on   broad   floodplains   from   distant
Precambrian   exposures.   On   these   bases   as   well   as   other   lithological
criteria   the   lower   gray   sequence   of   the   Deadman   Butte   area   could   be
defined   as   a  new   member   of   the   Wind   River   Formation.

The   variegated   sequence   in   the   Deadman   Butte   area,   approximately
200   feet   (61   m)   thick,   can   be   assigned   to   the   Lost   Cabin   Member
according   to   Tourtelot’s   (1948;   see   above)   lithological   criteria,   but   may
be   younger   than   the   Lost   Cabin   Member   in   the   type   area   (Stucky,
unpublished   data).   As   such,   the   Lost   Cabin   Member   in   the   type   area,
the   lower   gray   sequence   in   the   Deadman   Butte   area,   and   the   upper
part   of   the   Lysite   Member   (see   Guthrie,   1967)   may   be   time   equivalent,
and   appear   to   represent   sediments   derived   from   different   source   areas
deposited   in   an   area   of   early   Eocene   topographic   variability   along   the
front   of   the   Bighorn   and   Owl   Creek   Mountains.

The   Deadman   Butte   (UCM   V-80062)   and   Viverravus   (UCM   V-
81008)   localities   differ   in   stratigraphic   position   but   are   nearly   identical
in   lithology   (Fig.   2).   Both   localities   preserve   a  late   Wasatchian   fauna
as   indicated   by   the   presence   of   Lambotherium   popoagicum   at   each
locality   (Table   1).   The   Deadman   Butte   and   Viverravus   localities   lie   62
feet   (19   m)   and   132   feet   (38   m),   respectively,   below   the   lowermost
sandstone   of   Lost   Cabin   Member   lithology   (see   Fig.   2).   Both   localities
are   developed   in   yellowish   gray   to   grayish   yellow   well-sorted   fine   to
medium   grained   quartz   arenites   that   are   typical   of   the   lower   gray   se-

quence.  These   sandstones   are   indurated   and   vertically   weathering.
Lenticular   conglomerates   with   clasts   derived   from   Mesozoic   rocks   are

aspect  (sensu  Tourtelot,  1948,  see  text).  Vertical  scale  in  feet.  Key  to  lithologies  of
stratigraphic  horizons:  small  circles  indicate  conglomerates;  dots  indicate  sandstones;
dashed  lines  indicate  mudstones  and  siltstones;  horizontal  lines  indicate  carbonaceous
shales;  and  blank  horizons  indicate  claystones.
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Table  1. — Preliminary  mammalian  faunal  list,  Deadman  Butte  (UCM  V-80062)  and  Viv-
erravus  ( UCM  V-81008)  localities,  Natrona  County,  Wyoming.
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Table   1  Continued.

* Rodents  from  the  Deadman  Butte  locality  were  identified  by  William  W.  Korth  of
the  Carnegie  Museum  of  Natural  History  (personal  communication,  1981).

enclosed   within   the   sandstones.   Lower   contacts   of   these   fossil   if   erous
horizons   are   not   exposed   at   either   locality,   however,   upper   contacts
with   mudstones   are   sharp.   Sediments   at   the   Viverravus   locality   were
apparently   subaerial   ly   exposed,   as   the   upper   part   of   the   fossilif  erous
sandstone   unit   contains   rhizoliths   and   pedotu   bales   that   resemble   in-

vertebrate  burrows.   These   sedimentary   structures   are   not   preserved
at   the   Deadman   Butte   locality.

Fossil   vertebrates   are   randomly   distributed   throughout   the   sand-
stone  bodies,   but   are   less   common   in   conglomerates.   The   most   com-

mon  elements   are   isolated   teeth   of   mammals.   Although   data   is   limited,
observations   of   in   situ   individual   bones   indicates   that   the   probability
of   nearest   neighbor   bone   element   and   taxa   are   equal   to   their   frequen-

cies  of   occurrence   in   the   entire   bone   assemblage;   no   elements   of   the
same   individual   are   apparently   associated.   Most   likely,   the   fossil   as-

semblages were  fluvially  transported  prior  to  burial  in  a stream  system
with   high   variation   in   stream   competence   as   indicated   by   rock   frag-
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Fig.  3. — Labial  (A)  and  lingual  (B)  views  of  UCM  46256,  RP4  of  Ectypodus  sp.  cf.  E.
childei , from  the  late  Wasatchian  Viverravus  locality,  Wind  River  Formation,  Wyoming.

ment   size   and   size   of   individual   bone   elements   (small   rodent   to   large
ungulate   sized   teeth).   Fossils   were   recovered   from   each   locality   by
surface   prospecting   and   underwater   screen   washing   (minimum   Tylor
screen   size   35).

Systematics

Order   Multituberculata
Suborder   Ptilodontoidea

Family   Neoplagiaulacidae   Ameghino,   1890

Eocene   neoplagiaulacids   are   known   in   North   America   from   the   early
Wasatchian   of   Wyoming,   Colorado,   and   North   Dakota   (McKenna,
1960;   Delson,   1971;   West,   1973;   Bown,   1979;   Krishtalka,   1982;
Krause,   1982),   three   Bridgerian   and   early   Uintan   localities   (M.   C.
McKenna,   J.   Eaton,   personal   communication,   1979),   and   from   late
Uintan   and   Duchesnean   sediments   of   Wyoming   and   Montana   (Sloan,
1966;   Krishtalka   and   Black,   1975).   Described   species   include   Ecty-

podus  tardus,   Ectypodus   sp.   cf.   E.   childei,   Par   ectypodus   simpsoni,
Parectypodus   n.   sp.   (Wasatchian),   and   Ectypodus   lovei   and   Ectypodus
sp.   (late   Uintan-Duchesnean),   two   species   that   also   occur   in   Chadron-
ian   deposits   and   comprise   the   youngest   known   record   of   multituber-
culates   (Krishtalka   et   al.,   1982).   The   taxonomic   affinities   of   the   Bridg-
erian-early   Uintan   material   is   currently   under   study.   If   middle   and   late
Clarkforkian   records   represent   Eocene   occurrences   (Krause,   1980),
Parectypodus   laytoni   and   Ectypodus   powelli   should   be   added   to   this
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Fig.  4.— Occlusal  view  of  IJCM  44565,  LMj  of  Ectypodus  sp.  cf.  E.  childei,  from  the
late  Wasatchian  Deadman  Butte  locality,  Wind  River  Formation,  Wyoming.

summary.   E.   powelli   may   (Krishtalka,   1982)   or   may   not   (Krause,   1980,
1982)   be   conspecific   with   E.   tardus.   The   Wasatchian   neoplagiaulacid
taxa   Parectypodus   n.   sp.   and   Ectypodus   sp.   cf.   E.   childei   mentioned
above   are   currently   being   described   by   D.   W.   Krause   (1982)   in   a  re-

view  of   Wasatchian   multitubercuiates.   E.   childei   has   recently   been
recognized   (Godinot,   1981)   as   a  senior   synonym   of   Charlesmooria
childei   Kuhne,   1969,   from   the   Wasatchian   Abbey   Wood   locality,   En-

gland,  an   action   with   which   Krishtalka   (1982)   and   Krause   (1982)   con-
cur.

All   measurements   listed   below   are   in   millimeters.

Ectypodus   Matthew   and   Granger,   1921
Ectypodus   sp.   cf.   E.   childei

(Figs.   3,   4,   5)

Material.  —  UCM   (University   of   Colorado   Museum)   46256,   P4;   UCM
44565,   M,;   UCM   44566,   M2,
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1 mm

Fig.  5. — Occlusal  view  of  UCM  44566,  LM2  of  Ectypodus  sp.  cf.  E.  childei,  from  the
late  Wasatchian  Deadman  Butte  locality.  Wind  River  Formation,  Wyoming.

Localities.  —  UCM   locality   80062   (Deadman   Butte)   and   81008  (Viv-
erravus),   Wind   River   Formation,   Wyoming.

Description. — P4  [L  (length)  = 3.1]  has  nine  serrations,  of  which  the  third  is  highest
above  the  line  for  standard  length.  The  relative  height  of  the  first  serration- — a diagnostic
feature  among  neoplagiaulacids  (Sloan,  1966;  Krause,  1982;  Krishtalka,  1982) — is  0.41.
In  labial  profile  the  blade  is  higher  anteriorly  than  posteriorly  and  is  convex  from  the
first  to  sixth  serrations  and  more  nearly  straight  from  the  latter  to  the  last  serration.  The
serrations  become  progressively  more  robust  posteriorly;  the  last  serration  is  especially
large.  The  anterior  edge  of  the  blade  between  the  anterobasal  concavity  and  the  first
serration  is  straight,  except  for  a slight  flexture  at  a point  one-third  of  the  distance  below
the  first  serration.  There  is  no  appreciable  overhang  of  enamel  above  the  anterior  root
and  the  anterobasal  concavity  is  extremely  shallow.  The  anterior  root  bears  a faint
vertical  groove  on  its  anterior  face.  Each  of  the  first  eight  serrations  gives  rise  to  a labial
ridge,  of  which  the  second  is  weakest,  and  the  sixth,  longest.  Two  short  posteroventral
ridges  arise  from  the  eighth  serration,  and  one  from  the  last  serration.  These  end  in  an
area  of  wrinkled  enamel  above  the  posterolabial  ledge.  Lingually,  the  ridges  from  the
first,  and  fourth  to  eighth  serrations  are  strong,  whereas  that  from  the  third  is  weak,
and  the  one  from  the  second  is  barely  discernable.  There  are  no  discrete  lingual  pos-

teroventral ridges,  although  the  enamel  is  slightly  wrinkled  below  the  last  serration.
The  MX[L  = 1.75;  W (width)  = 0.9]  has  a cusp  formula  of  6:4.  The  crown  is  rectan-

gular in  occlusal  outline  with  slightly  convex  external  and  internal  margins  that  diverge
posteriorly  to  the  level  of  the  fifth  external  cusp.  At  this  point  the  crown  is  widest  and
the  external  margin  begins  to  curve  posterointernally.  The  external  row  of  cusps  extends
posteriorly  beyond  the  internal  one,  so  that  the  posterior  margin  of  the  crown  is  oblique.
The  first  external  cusp  is  small  and  conical,  the  second  is  larger  and  semi-pyramidal,
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and  the  apices  of  both  cusps  point  vertically.  The  remaining  four  external  cusps  are
larger,  subcrescentic,  with  apices  directed  posteriorly.  The  third  cusp  is  slightly  taller
than  the  subequal  fourth  and  fifth;  the  bases  of  the  third  and  fourth  cusps  are  longer
than  that  of  the  fifth,  but  shorter  than  that  of  the  sixth.  The  sixth  external  cusp  appears
structurally  to  be  formed  by  the  union  of  two  cusps;  its  external  face  is  smooth  and
long,  but  its  internal  face  is  divided  by  a deep  vertical  excavation  that  extends  dorsally
and  faintly  interrupts  the  elongate  occlusal  crest  of  the  cusp  into  barely  perceptible
apices.  In  medial  view  then,  the  sixth  cusp  consists  of  an  anterior  cusp  with  a posteriorly
directed  apex  and  a lower  posterior  cusp  with  an  anteriorly  directed  apex.

The  first  internal  cusp  on  the  Mt  is  small  and  conical,  whereas  the  remaining  three
are  subcrescentic.  A cline  from  the  second  to  fourth  internal  cusps  involves  larger  size,
longer  anterior  slope,  a more  posteriorly  directed  apex  and  a deeper  vertical  groove  on
the  medial  face  of  each  cusp.  In  occlusal  view  the  first  two  cusps  of  each  row  are
opposite  one  another,  the  third  and  fourth  external  cusps  are  opposite  the  third  internal
one,  and  the  fifth  external  cusp  is  opposite  the  last  internal  one.

The  M2  (L  = 1.3;  W = 1.3;  cusp  formula  1:3:3)  is  triangular  in  occlusal  view  and
moderately  worn.  The  single  anteroexternal  cusp  is  small  and  ledge-like,  whereas  the
medial  and  internal  cusps  are  subcrescentic.  The  second  cusp  in  the  middle  row  is  larger
than  the  other  two,  and  the  three  internal  cusps  are  progressively  smaller  posteriorly.

Discussion.  —  In   size,   lateral   profile,   and   relative   height   of   the   first
serration   the   P4   is   identical   to   those   of   Ectypodus   sp.   cf.   E.   childei
that   Krause   (1982)   has   identified   in   the   collections   from   the   early   Wa-
satchian   Despair   Quarry,   Four   Mile   Creek   area,   Colorado.   Because   of
the   small   sample   size,   Krause   (1982)   refrained   from   referring   the   Four
Mile   material   to   E.   childei  ,  an   action   considered   prudent   and   followed
here   for   the   P4   from   Viverravus   locality   and   the   two   molars   from   the
Deadman   Butte   locality.   Godinot   (1981)   was   similarly   cautious   in   re-

ferring  fragmentary   material   from   the   early   Eocene   of   Rians,   France
to   Ectypodus   aff.   childei.

UCM   46256   has   nine   serrations,   whereas   the   P4s   of   E.   childei   (n   =
2)   from   Abbey   Wood   and   Ectypodus   sp.   cf.   E.   childei   (n   =  4)   from
Four   Mile   have   eleven  —  a  range   of   variation   that   is   common   for   P4s
of   neoplagiaulacid   species.   On   the   other   hand,   a  greater   sample   of   P4s
from   these   localities   showing   a  consistently   bimodal   distribution   in
serration   number   may   indicate   that   the   late   Wasatchian   species   of
Ectypodus   from   the   Wind   River   Basin   is   specifically   distinct   from   the
early   Wasatchian   E.   childei   and   Ectypodus   sp.   cf.   E.   childei.   In   either
case,   the   species   of   Ectypodus   represented   by   the   P4   described   here
is   very   closely   related   to   E.   childei.   P4s   of   the   latter   and   Ectypodus
sp.   cf.   E.   childei   have   a  higher   lateral   profile   and   a  higher   first   serration
than   those   of   E.   tardus  ,  and   a  lower   posterior   profile   than   a  recently
recovered   P4   of   the   late   Eocene   Ectypodus   sp.

The   two   molars   from   the   Deadman   Butte   locality   closely   resemble
those   of   a  number   of   species   of   neoplagiaulacids   described   from
Eocene   and   early   Oligocene   horizons  —  species   of   Ectypodus   and   Pa-
rectypodus   that   are   recognized   and   differentiated   by   the   morphology
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of   the   last   premolars   rather   than   the   molars.   Isolated   neoplagiaulacid
molars   are   in   general   very   difficult   to   identify   to   generic,   much   less
specific,   level;   those   of   certain   species   of   Ectypodus   and   Parectypodus
(Krause,   1982)   are   virtually   identical.   Among   known   Eocene   neopla-
giaulacids,   the   Deadman   Butte   material   bears   comparison   to   molars   of
E.   tardus,   E.   lovei,   Ectypodus   sp.,   and   Parectypodus   n.   sp.   Unfor-

tunately,  molars   of   Ectypodus   sp.   cf.   E.   childei   are   not   known
(Krause,   1982);   those   of   P.   simps  oni   are   much   larger.

The   Mx   is   slightly   longer   than   that   of   E.   lovei   (L   =  1.4-1.  6;   W  =
0.8-1.  0;   Krishtalka   and   Black,   1975),   barely   shorter   than   that   of   Pa-

rectypodus n.   sp.   (L  = 1.8-2.  2;   W = 0.9-1.  1;   Krause,   1982),   and  with-
in  the   range   in   size   of   M1   of   E.   tardus   (L   =  1.6-1.  9;   W  =  0.7-0.  9;

Krause,   1982)   and   Ectypodus   sp.   (L   =  1.6-1.95;   W  =  0.9-1.  2;   Krish-
talka  and   Black,   1975).   The   cusp   formula   of   6:4   agrees   with   that   of   E.

lovei   (6:4)   and   Parectypodus   n.   sp.   (6-8:4)   and   is   not   significantly
different   from   those   of   E.   tardus   (7-8:4-5)   or   Ectypodus   sp.   (7-8:4).
A  finer   measure   of   taxonomic   affinity   of   M1   may   be   its   length/width
ratio   and   crown   outline.   Mxs   of   late   Eocene   E.   lovei   (L/W   =  1.67-1.75,
mean   =  1.68,   n  =  6)   and   Ectypodus   sp.   (L/W   =  1.6-1.  8,   mean   =  1.68,
n  =  8)   have   a  lower   length/width   ratio   than   those   undoubtedly   as-

signed  to   E.   tardus   (Krause,   1982;   L/W   =  1.89-2.43,   mean   =  2.17,
n  =  4)   and   Parectypodus   n.   sp.   (Krause,   1982;   L/W   =  1.91,   n  =  1)   as
well   as   a  more   oval   outline;   the   lateral   margins   of   the   crown   are   more
nearly   convex   than   straight   and   diverge   posteriorly   for   much   of   the
length   of   the   crown.   MjS   of   E.   tardus   and   Parectypodus   n.   sp.   have
comparatively   more   nearly   straight   and   parallel   borders.   The   Mx   from
Deadman   Butte,   with   a  length/  width   ratio   of   1.94   and   a  somewhat   oval
outline,   is   intermediate   in   these   features   between   that   of   late   Eocene
species   of   Ectypodus   and   early   Eocene   E.   tardus  ,  but   does   not   differ
significantly   in   length/width   ratio   from   that   of   Parectypodus   n.   sp.

M2   is   less   diagnostic   than   is   M1   of   specific   neoplagiaulacid   affinities.
The   M2   from   Deadman   Butte   is   larger   than   described   M2s   of   E.   tardus
and   E.   lovei  ,  closer   in   size   to   that   of   Ectypodus   sp.  ,  and   equal   in   length
to   the   only   known   (and   broken)   M2   of   Parectypodus   n.   sp.   (Krause,
1982).   Its   cusp   formula   of   1:3:3   is   the   same   as   that   of   M2   of   all   of   these
species.

The   molars   from   Deadman   Butte   are   referred,   tentatively,   to   Ecty-
podus  sp.   cf.   E.   childei  ,  the   neoplagiaulacid   represented   by   a  single   P4

from   the   Viverravus   locality.   Two   observations   make   this   assignment
plausible:   1)   the   relative   size   of   the   three   teeth   described   here   is,   at
least,   not   inconsistent   with   that   of   P4,   M1,   and   M2   of   other   species   of
Ectypodus  ;  2)   both   P4   and   M1   from   the   Deadman   Butte   area   are   mor-

phologically intermediate  between  those  of  early  Eocene  E.  tardus  and
late   Eocene   species   of   Ectypodus  .
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Summary   and   Conclusions

The   Deadman   Butte   and   Viverravus   localities   occur   in   a  hitherto
unrecognized   lithostratigraphic   unit   of   the   Wind   River   Formation   ex-

posed in  the  Deadman  Butte  area  of  the  Wind  River  Basin.  This  1 'lower
gray   sequence”   is   lithologically   distinct   from   any   named   member   of
the   Wind   River   Formation,   as   they   are   currently   defined,   and   underlies
sediments   attributable   to   the   Lost   Cabin   Member   of   that   formation.
The   mammalian   fauna   from   the   Deadman   Butte   and   Viverravus   local-

ities  are   Lostcabinian   (late   Wasatchian),   as   they   resemble   the   fauna
derived   from   localities   in   the   Lost   Cabin   Member   of   the   Wind   River
Formation   (Guthrie,   1971)   and,   specifically,   as   is   indicated   by   the   pres-

ence  of   Lambdotherium   popoagicum.
Three   neoplagiaulacid   teeth  —  a  P4   from   the   Viverravus   locality,   and

an   Mj   and   M2   from   the   Deadman   Butte   locality  —  represent   the   first
known   record   of   multituberculates   from   the   late   Wasatchian.   This   is
not   an   unexpected   occurrence,   given   the   presence   of   neoplagiaulacids
in   early   Wasatchian   as   well   as   Bridgerian   through   Chadronian   deposits
in   North   America.   Underwater   screening   of   fossiliferous   sediments
from   known   and   new   Eocene   and   Oligocene   localities   will   undoubtedly
result   in   the   recovery   of   more   multituberculate   remains   and   a  less
biased   understanding   of   multituberculate   diversity   and   evolution   dur-

ing  the   middle   and   late   early   Tertiary.
The   premolar   and,   more   tentatively,   the   molars   are   assigned   to   Ec-

typodus   sp.   cf.   E.   childei  ,  a  species   recently   described   from   the   early
Wasatchian   Four   Mile   Fauna,   Colorado   (Krause,   1982),   but,   with   re-

covery  of   additional   remains,   they   may   prove   to   represent   a  new
species   of   Ectypodus.   The   P4   and   M1   are   distinct   from   and   morpho-

logically  intermediate   between   early   Wasatchian   E.   tardus   and   Uintan-
Duschesnean   species   of   Ectypodus   in   a  number   of   taxonomically   sig-

nificant character  states.
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